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This article proposes a conceptual framework to study the social bifurcation of reality in
polarized science-trusting and science-distrusting lay worldviews, by analyzing and
integrating five concepts: science work, number work, emotion work, time work, and
boundary work. Despite the epistemological asymmetry between accounts relying on
mainstream science and science-distrusting or denialist ones, there are symmetrical social
processes contributing to the construction of lay discourses. Through conceptual analysis,
we synthesize an alternative to the deficit model of contrarian discourses, replacing the
model of social actors as “defective scientists” with a focus on their culturally competent
agency. The proposed framework is useful for observing the parallel construction of
polarized realities in interaction and their ongoing articulation through hinge objects, such
as vaccines, seatbelts, guns, or sanitary masks in the Covid-19 context. We illustrate the
framework through a comparative approach, presenting arguments and memes from
contemporary online media in two controversies: namely, vaccine-trusting versus vaccine-
distrusting views and Covid-convinced versus Covid-suspicious discourses.

Keywords: science denial, social polarization, deficit model, science work, number work, time work, emotion work,
boundary work

INTRODUCTION

Controversies on the merits and risks of vaccination, and the reality, causes, and proper tackling of
climate change or pandemics, have become global matters of contention with potentially devastating
effects. Through their reach and risks for the survival of human civilization as we know it, these
controversies may soon displace past wars. While mainstream scientific evidence weighs heavily in
these debates, contrarian and denialist discourses have achieved great popularity, evolving rapidly
and diffusing at scale. In this article we critique previous efforts at understanding the construction of
lay science-distrusting and science-trusting discourses in the so-called “deficit model” (Gross, 1994;
Miller, 2001), and we propose and illustrate a conceptual template for explaining the symmetrical
generation of such bifurcated realities (see Figure 1). Our examples will focus on vaccination and
Covid-19, yet the template can be fruitfully applied to many past and present controversies involving
scientific evidence, including seatbelts, tobacco products, AIDS, gun control, cannabis, homeopathy,
or the Flat Earth movement.

Personal outlooks may be science-trusting on some issues and science-distrusting or denialist on
others, at the same time. Individual views on any contentious issue may be more or less complex,
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coherent, or certain. They could be positioned on a broad
continuum from science denial, typical of the more visible
communities such as flat-earthers, the militant anti-vaxx, or
climate-change denying activists, to a grey zone of selective
distrust of mainstream science and engagement with scientific
controversies, which merges and continues with variable forms
and degrees of trust in science and the scientific consensus. Beyond
individual configurations of belief, we can identify the ideal types
(Weber, 1978) of two public configurations of meaning: namely,
the poles of a science-trusting zone, at one end, and a contrarian
and denialist zone, at the other, for any given issue. In what
follows we highlight how these contrasting repertoires of meaning
that underlie individual beliefs and emotions are constructed
through five forms of social interaction: science work, number
work, time work, emotion work, and boundary work.

We opt for the study of the binary, contrastive ideal types of
the science-trusting and the contrarian/denialist lay worldviews,
rather than the nuanced variety of their empirical combinations
in individual beliefs, following Weber’s (1978) argument that
ideal types, though distinct from any empirical organization of
meaning, are needed to understand social reality: “Theoretical
differentiation is possible in sociology only in terms of ideal or
pure types” (p. 20). As he argues, subsequently, “The theoretical
concepts of sociology are ideal types not only from the objective
point of view, but also in their application to subjective processes.
In the great majority of cases actual action goes on in a state of
inarticulate half-consciousness or actual unconsciousness of its
subjective meaning. The actor is more likely to ‘be aware’ of it in a
vague sense than he is to ‘know’ what he is doing or be explicitly
self-conscious about it. In most cases his action is governed by
impulse and habit. Only occasionally and, in the uniform action
of large numbers, often only in the case of a few individuals, is the
subjective meaning of the action, whether rational or irrational,
brought clearly into consciousness” (pp. 21–22). In accord with

Weber’s perspective on ideal types, we focus on the social
construction of two divergent definitions of the situation.
Moreover, despite their substantive differences, we find that
they are constructed by parallel processes that lead to the
bifurcation of reality in public discourse and world views.

Definitions of the situation (Thomas and Thomas, 1928;
Goffman, 1986; Bakker, 2016) are used, refined, and promoted
by social actors of variable creativity, size, and power. They are
disseminated and fine-tuned through direct and mediated
interactions, through multiple media. Publics assemble around
evolving symbols, coordinate through social networks of
influence, and act at micro and macro levels, by selectively
invoking the past, projecting the future, and assessing the
present situation (Emirbayer and Sheller, 1999). With the
advent of the Internet, there is an increasingly vibrant and
diverse market for both science-trusting and science-
distrusting symbolic constructions. The successful diffusion of
the latter on digital social networks has received considerable
scholarly attention (Wardle and Derakhshan, 2017; Wang et al.,
2019; Johnson et al., 2020).

Denialist, contrarian, and science-suspicious discourses may
be associated with socio-demographic characteristics, but they are
not restricted to any social type, circulating across educational,
racial, ethnic, gender, class, and generational categories (Larson
et al., 2016; Hornsey et al., 2018; Bricker and Justice, 2019). As a
result, in the last decades the vaccination-hesitant public has
increased in size, as demonstrated by multiple studies in diverse
societies (Larson et al., 2016; Hadjipanayis et al., 2020; Kennedy
et al., 2011; Zingg and Siegrist, 2012; Bocquier et al., 2018;
Napolitano et al., 2018). The large-scale controversy on mask
wearing as a preventive measure against Covid-19 transmission is
also the result of a diverse, mobilized public, who crafted a
persuasive science-contrarian discourse concerning the
pandemic.

In what follows we will refer to science-denialist, contrarian,
and suspicious discourses on major topics with the simpler label
of science-distrusting, following Slater et al. in acknowledging
their shared apprehension of the scientific consensus and the
findings of mainstream science (Slater et al., 2020). Nuances are
important, and, for example, Torcello (2016) proposes to
differentiate contrarian skepticism, which he calls
“pseudoskepticism,” from the institutionalized skepticism of
normal science. We have chosen “distrust” rather than
“skepticism” in order to attend to this difference. The polarity
of the ideal types of science-distrusting and science-trusting views
captures well, for our purposes, the range of positions on a
given issue.

The dominant conceptual frames for understanding science-
distrusting discourses, including fake news, disinformation, and
misinformation, rely on psychological theories of cognition,
social network modelling, and political studies of propaganda
(Wardle and Derakhshan, 2017; Wang et al., 2019; Mukhtar,
2020). These approaches continue to operate with an underlying
deficit model (Gross, 1994; Miller, 2001) of public knowledge. In
this model, people who take part in science-distrusting discourses
are portrayed as afflicted by human cognitive limitations and
emotional vulnerabilities, at turns manipulating others through

FIGURE 1 | Five types of social agency symmetrically involved in
science-distrusting and science-trusting social construction of knowledge.
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their public involvement, and themselves manipulated by savvy
propagandists who operate the influence machinery of digital
social media. Krishna’s conceptualization of the “lacuna
individual,” as a person who is “very high in his/her problem-
specific motivation and activeness levels about an issue, but
displays a knowledge deficiency about that issue, and high
levels of negative attitudes about it” (Krishna, 2017), is a good
illustration of current versions of the deficit model.

We discuss an alternative conceptual framework to the deficit
model, and we explicate both science-distrusting and science-
trusting public knowledge symmetrically by highlighting the
individual’s epistemic agency in relation to social sources of
message credibility. Social actors across the science-(dis)trust
spectrum in controversies related to Covid-19, vaccination, or
climate change pursue similar legitimation strategies: they seek
for true facts while debunking errors and lies, they quantify yet
challenge suspicious statistics, they learn from history and
anticipate the future, they appeal to emotions to signal
relevance and to maintain group solidarity. Starting from
Simmel’s distinction between societal form and content
(Simmel, 1909), we can observe parallel forms of interaction
that generate and legitimize bifurcated realities with contrastive
social contents. As he notes, “similar forms of socialization occur
with quite dissimilar content, for wholly dissimilar purposes. (. . .)
In the case of human associations which are the most unlike
imaginable in purposes and in total meaning, we find nevertheless
similar formal relationships between the individuals” (p. 299).

Lay actors’ symmetrical search for information in their social
circles does not guarantee symmetrical epistemic success. We do
not claim that science-distrusting and science-trusting discourses

are equally valid in their claims. There are significant
epistemological differences between the two discourses and
their respective ways of invoking, weighting, and synthesizing
evidence, as we discuss below in the section on science work.
While the science-trusting discourse relies on mainstream
scientific hierarchies of evidence and a strong emphasis on the
distinction between causality and correlation or coincidence, the
science-distrusting discourse operates with an epistemology of
suspicion towards scientific authority, which privileges the truth
of all plausible individual accounts, expert opinions, and studies
that support their dissenting views. As scientists ourselves, we
extend the benefit of trust to the scientific hierarchy of evidence
and synthesized consensus, as a rule. Still, we argue, in line with
scholars from sociology of knowledge (Berger and Thomas, 1966;
Miller, 2001) and from rhetorical studies (Gross, 1994), that a
better appreciation of the symmetrical processes of lay
knowledge-building across divergent discourses will better
incentivize the scientific community to engage the general
public more effectively. Our critique of the deficit model
highlights the central role of trust in accepting or rejecting the
findings of mainstream science. An appreciation of the
symmetrical processes of world-building in operation across
the spectrum of trust can also redefine what counts as marked
vs. unmarked views, or normal vs. abnormal views (Zerubavel,
2018), especially in the scientific community. Sustained
partnerships and horizontal dialogues, rather than paternalistic
attempts to enlighten the public as regards scientific literacy,
stand a better chance of fostering confidence in mainstream
science and expert organizations. For both science-distrusting
and science-trusting worldviews, the crux of the matter is whether

FIGURE 2 | Staging science by highlighting or undermining expert voices in Covid-skeptical and Covid-anxious memes.
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to trust a specific, here-and-now, historically contingent social
organization of science (not an abstract scientific methodology)
in its ability to withstand the pressure of human bias and
organized commercial and political interests.

Our primary contribution in this article consists in analyzing five
sensitizing concepts and assembling a conceptual template for
explicating the symmetrical social construction of public bifurcated
knowledge. We discuss, integrate, and illustrate notions that
formalize lay social actors’ acts of knowledge-making: science-
work or staging science (Degele, 2005), number work or
quantification (Espeland and Stevens, 2009), time work (Flaherty,
2003; Flaherty, 2011), emotion work (Hochschild, 1979), and
boundary work or maintenance (Lamont and Molnár, 2002), or
what Erikson calls “social speciation” (Erikson, 2017). These five
interrelated concepts can be understood as manifestations of social
skills, or the “abilities to engage others in collective action (. . .) that
proves pivotal to the construction or reproduction of local social
orders” (Fligstein, 2001, p. 106). These types of knowledge-making
acts constitute shared orders of evidence, temporality, emotionality,
and communitymembership that enable further coordinated action.

Secondly, we thus offer an alternative to the deficit model in
studying science-distrusting beliefs. Through the proposed template,
we highlight and facilitate the symmetrical study of science-
compatible and contrarian worldviews, following the symmetry
principle advanced by Bloor (1976). While most research focuses
on explaining the marked, science-contrarian discourses, we
facilitate the study and understanding of what is, in the academic
community, the unmarked (Brekhus, 1998; Zerubavel, 2018),

namely science-trusting discourses. Specifically, we facilitate the
observation and conceptualization of how contrarian discourses
also invoke science, expertise, and numerical evidence in the
pursuit of facts, and, conversely, how science-trusting public
discourses also employ emotional appeals and public shaming,
among other tactics of worldview consolidation.

This conceptual template challenges a blanket invocation of
postmodernism to explain such controversies (Brown, 1990;
Smith, 1996; Flaherty et al., 2002; Kata, 2012; Bricker and Justice,
2019). We argue that science-contrarian and science-trustful public
discourses often share a commitment to finding a unique, factual,
and certain truth and debunking false narratives through critical
thinking and investigation, in stark contrast to epistemic relativism
specific of postmodern epistemologies. While postmodernism is
relevant for understanding the social forces that eroded the
hegemonic status of science in present-day societies, it is
important to keep in mind that members of contrarian or
science-denialist groups are not necessarily identifying or
identifiable with a postmodern, relativistic attitude (Hausman,
2019). Indeed, they typically reject cultural relativism.

OVERCOMING THE DEFICIT MODEL OF
EXPLAINING SCIENCE-DISTRUST

Social order depends on shared cognitive resources or knowledge
(Ramírez-i-Ollé, 2018). Yet, scientific evidence does not directly
determine popular beliefs. Scientific ideas and findings have often

FIGURE 3 | Seeking for the factual truth in Covid-suspicious and Covid-convinced memes.
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been contested and controversial throughout history. In recent
decades we can observe large scale manufacture of doubt by
organized interests (Orekes and Conway, 2010; Goldberg and
Vandenberg, 2019; Jamison et al., 2020; Michaels, 2020) and
reconfigurations of expertise in an increasingly individualizing
reflexive modernity (Prior, 2003; Collins and Evans, 2008; Eyal,
2013; Scott, 2016; Carrion, 2018; Yoo, 2018). These processes
reconfigure social actors’ relations to science, expertise, and other
sources of representations of reality, leading to the emergence of
alternative and polarized forms of public knowledge onmatters of
public interest.

A systematic and persistent difficulty in studies of public
engagement with science and scientific controversies consists
in overcoming the so-called deficit model, which portrays the
public as “faulty scientists” (Wynne, 1996; Locke, 2002; Michael,

2002). The deficit model explains science-contrarian and denialist
beliefs through cognitive shortcomings or vulnerability to
manipulation, in opposition to science-trusting beliefs which
are framed as cognitively normal and self-explanatory. The
principle of explaining difference through difference
encourages scientists to focus on the marked contrarian
beliefs, and to search for cognitive particularities of those who
hold them, while the academically unmarked science-compatible
beliefs and their holders remain a taken-for-granted benchmark.
To illustrate, a systematic review of research on why people
believe COVID misinformation highlights the role of cognitive
limitations that predispose people to reject expert information,
and the influence of political manipulation (Mukhtar, 2020),
while a comparative survey on beliefs in COVID
misinformation identifies its correlation with low numeracy

FIGURE 4 | Contrastive interpretation of vaccines through number work as deadly shots (OpenVaers.com) or protection against death (OurWorldInData.org).
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FIGURE 5 | Number work in Covid-suspicious and Covid-convinced memes.

FIGURE 6 | Covid death toll as hinge object connecting Covid-convinced and Covid-suspicious discourses.
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and trust in scientists (Roozenbeek et al., 2020). The social actions
of defining the situation, involved in mobilizing publics around
credible arguments, be they compatible or incompatible with the
scientific consensus, remain less examined.

Science and social order are co-constituted, with significantly
more heterogeneity and interdependence than in a dichotomous
deficit model (Michael, 2002). The scientific method and the
institution of science have systematic and distinctive properties of
adjusting beliefs to their external objects and converting them in
effective technologies. Still, social systems have proven time and
again to be very flexible in incorporating feedback-resistant
beliefs in their functioning. This indicates that considering
legitimation processes at social level, in addition to cognitive
biases at individual level, will better explain social-wide adoption
of science-distrusting beliefs. Yet, the deficit model is persistent
both in scientific literature and in public discourses, due to its

advantages in formulating research programs and public policies
(Simis et al., 2016). Both the attractiveness of the deficit model
and the call to move beyond it in research projects and in science
teaching and communication are widely acknowledged. We find
them in studies of vaccination skepticism (Blume, 2006; Hobson-
West, 2003; Goldenberg, 2016; Lawrence, 2016; Kitta and
Goldberg, 2017; Bricker, and Justice, 2019; Vulpe. 2020; Vulpe,
2021) and in studies of public beliefs and attitudes towards
climate change (Bulkeley, 2000; Stoutenborough and Arnold,
2014; Suldovsky, 2017; Plutzer and Hannah, 2018).

As regards anti-vaccination, studies anchored in a deficit
model have documented individual personality traits and
cognitive properties that raise the risk of espousing science-
contrarian beliefs and attitudes. Vaccine-distrusting people may
on average display different cognitive styles (Poland and Poland,
2011) and ideological commitments (Hornsey et al., 2018) than

FIGURE 7 | Time work in Covid-suspicious and Covid-convinced memes.
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people who trust vaccination. Vaccine distrust is statistically
associated with biased risk processing (LaCour and Davis, 2020)
and a specific psychological pattern comprising higher
conspiratorial thinking, reactance, disgust towards blood and
needles, and individualistic/hierarchical worldviews (Hornsey
et al., 2018). Vaccine-distrusting parents are characterized
through an unwillingness to engage with scientific evidence
(Browne et al., 2015), and are described as guided by emotions
and intuitive thinking, in contradistinction to analytically
rational thinking (Tomljenovic et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the
social normalization of vaccine-distrusting and other contrarian

beliefs, especially their reach and penetration in all social strata,
cannot be entirely accounted for by individual cognitive or
psychological features. The classic critiques of trait theory in
sociology of deviance are also relevant in this respect. As Becker
observed, many who exhibit the deviant behavior in question do not
have the trait, and many who do have the trait do not exhibit the
deviance in question; moreover, there is great variability across time
among those who engage in the studied behavior (Becker, 1963).We
need to examine the broader cultural dispositions, changing social
structures, and actions of consolidation and innovation in themarket
for science-distrusting ideas.

FIGURE 8 | Emotion work in covid-skeptical and covid-anxious memes.
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As regards cultural dispositions and social structures, studies
point to historical changes accounting for the rise of science
distrust through new sources of legitimacy, from neoliberal
capitalism (Reich, 2014; Sanders and Burnett, 2019), a rise in
relevance of conspiracy thinking as a defense of individualism
(Melley, 2002), and the creation of the “informed patient” (Kata,
2010) asking for individualized treatment (Ciocănel, 2016), to the
evolution of the online environment in which anti-vaccine
accounts are densely interlinked (Kata, 2012; Numerato et al.,
2019; Johnson et al., 2020). The internet and, particularly, the
Web 2.0 have boosted the diversity, visibility, and circulation of
vaccine hesitancy and of science-contrarian messages, in general.

In this paper we adopt an agentic perspective in answering the
call for overcoming the deficit model in studies of science-
distrusting beliefs (Bulkeley, 2000; Hobson-West, 2003; Blume,
2006; Stoutenborough and Arnold, 2014; Goldenberg, 2016;
Lawrence, 2016; Kitta and Goldberg, 2017; Suldovsky, 2017;
Plutzer and Hannah, 2018; Bricker and Justice, 2019). We
start from Emirbayer and Mische’s conceptualization of
agency as “the temporally constructed engagement by actors of
different structural environments (. . .) which, through the
interplay of habit, imagination, and judgment, both reproduces
and transforms those structures in interactive response to the
problems posed by changing historical situations” (Emirbayer
and Mische, 1998, p. 970). Thus, we contribute to the study of the
symmetrical construction of science-distrusting and trusting
discourses, through social actions that mobilize typical sources
of legitimacy, project and reject possible futures, and continuously
evaluate ongoing events, defining situations and reacting to them.

An agentic perspective is especially useful for observing the
large scale, collective, distributed knowledge-making work on
social media and collaborative digital platforms. Participants in
digital forums, groups, and threads contribute through acts of
knowledge-making and sharing to the social construction of
reality, mediated by algorithmic architectures. Therefore, this
conceptual template facilitates the observation, classification, and
theorizing of collective knowledge making, both in face-to-face
and mediated interactions.

A CONCEPTUAL TEMPLATE THAT
ACCOUNTS FOR THE SOCIAL
BIFURCATION OF REALITY
In what follows we analyze and we synthesize five sensitizing
concepts relevant for the study of symmetrical knowledge-making
processes leading to bifurcated realities. Our toolkit includes
concepts that capture an important agentic dimension of the
social construction of knowledge: science work or staging science,
number work or quantification, time work, emotion work, and
boundary work or maintenance. We start with a brief discussion
of the template and an illustration regarding vaccination, and we
go on to a discussion on how the template captures the Covid-
suspicious/Covid-convinced polarity.

Our template is particularly useful for unpacking the reason/
emotion divide that is characteristic of the deficit model. Science-
distrusting discourses are often described through their appeals to

emotions and community building, while science-trusting
discourses are portrayed as factual, thus rational. Still, a
constructivist perspective on public knowledge enables us to
observe parallel (though not identical) work of fact-making
and emotion and identity work in both worldviews (Fischer,
2019; Fischer, 2020; Durnová, 2018, Durnová, 2019).

Firstly, there is symmetrical effort at science work or staging
science (Degele, 2005) by invoking its authority through different
tactics. Given the strong legitimacy of science in the modern
world, communities who seek to advance their views in a
competition with others stand to benefit from appealing to
scientific evidence or expert opinion, claiming scientific
validation at least for some elements of their definition of the
situation. Creators and consumers of science-contrarian or
science-denying content symmetrically invoke the values of
critical thinking, independent research, and evidence-based
action, even when operating with lay epistemologies different
from those currently in scientific use (Prior, 2003; Hobson-West
and Hons, 2005; Doty, 2015; Attwell et al., 2018; Carrion, 2018).
Tactics for science work are adapted to the situation. While
science-trusting discourses preferentially invoke the scientific
consensus and mainstream views, science-distrusting discourses
invoke contrarian scientists, who are positioned as heroes fighting
against a repressive regime of truth. While both types of discourse
symmetrically invoke scientific evidence, what counts as evidence
and, especially, what matters in weighting and synthesizing
conflicting pieces of evidence is different. Mainstream science
operates with models of levels of evidence, or evidence pyramids
(Mulimani, 2017), that separate anecdotal experiences and
opinions from research and classifies science according to
methods’ strength and volume of data. In the mainstream
scientific approach, individual experiences count as data
points, but not as evidence per se, and scientific findings are
weighed differentially, according to criteria that differentiate the
value of evidence. Alternatively, contrarian discourses employ a
flat structure of evidence. In this approach, individual experiences
count as direct evidence, no matter whether they are validated,
ignored, or invalidated by scientific or political authorities.
Primary, empirical studies that support the contrarian position
are invoked as definitive scientific facts, even more so when they
are downplayed in the scientific work of weighting and
aggregation that creates the scientific mainstream. Contrarian
discourses disregard the systematic analyses and syntheses that
generate the scientific consensus, in favor of a curated collection
of personal and expert testimonies and individual studies, which
are often situated at the lower levels of evidence in the
organization of mainstream science, or even retracted.

Secondly, there is symmetrical number work. Quantification,
“the production and communication of numbers” (Espeland and
Stevens, 2009, p. 402) is “a constitutive feature of modern science
and social organization” (idem). Numbers, statistics, and
mathematical models are shaping our lives at many layers
(Matei and Preda, 2019). Still, while contemporary societies
put great confidence in numbers, there is also systematic
skepticism and wariness of “how to lie with statistics” (Steele,
2005). Numbers are simultaneously trusted and mistrusted; they
are used, resisted, and abused.We can observe frequent appeals to
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numbers, in both science-skeptical and science-trusting
discourses, only there are different numbers and different
tactics of use, too (Billig, 2021). What is a good-enough
quantification for some, may be presented as a complete error,
fraud, or manipulation for others. While everybody accepts that
numbers are approximations, some choose to go along with them,
while others choose to reinterpret, reject, or maybe replace them.
Science-trusting discourses benefit from the large infrastructure
of quantification provided by the scientific enterprise. Science-
distrusting ones may have their own, alternative resources for
generating numbers, they may select and reinterpret numbers
from the scientific infrastructures, or they may reject numbers by
appealing to individual testimonies.

Thirdly, sensemaking in both science-distrusting and science-
trusting discourses relies on the construction of histories and the
projection of futures, on the cumulative addition of events, on
significant sequences that prove or disprove causality, good
intentions, and competence. This points to the crucial role of
argumentative use or manipulation of time in advancing and
defending knowledge claims. In its original formulation, the
concept of time work, understood as “one’s effort to promote
or suppress a particular temporal experience” (Flaherty, 2003, p.
19), sheds light on how people attempt to control or customize
various dimensions of time in diverse social contexts (Flaherty,
2011; Dalsgård et al., 2014; Flaherty et al., 2020), from managing
health care (McCoy, 2009) to homeschooling (Lois, 2010) or to
maintaining long distance relationships (Jurkane-Hobein, 2015).
The concept of argumentative time work (Ciocănel et al., 2020;
Rughiniş et al., 2020) reveals legitimation tactics that make use of
shared temporal expectations and valorizations to create plausible
representations of reality.

Fourthly, emotion work or “the act of trying to change in
degree or quality an emotion or feeling” (Hochschild, 1979, p.
561), is part and parcel of knowledge work. As James noted in his
1890 work on “The Principles of Psychology,” “In its inner
nature, belief, or the sense of reality, is a sort of feeling more
allied with the emotions than to anything else” (James, 1982, p.
158). Facts stir and justify emotions, and emotions establish the
relevance of facts, create meaning, and orient action in the fast
thinking of daily life (Massey, 2002; Jasper, 2014). Emotion is
constitutive for reason (Damasio, 2005), and feeling rules are
constitutive to the definition of the situation and the social
institutions that regulate it. Communication of science
requires emotion work (Davies, 2019). Both science-distrusting
and science-trusting discourses shape specific feeling rules and
emotion accounts, socializing members to express appropriate
emotions and to resist the wrong emotional urges. There is
symmetrical yet different allocation of fear, hope, anger,
indignation, and admiration, among others, as we will
exemplify below. Through repeated acts of inciting and
discouraging emotions, actors in science-distrusting and
trusting publics contribute to emotional amplification through
feedback (Hallett, 2003) and to emotional socialization (Thoits,
2004) through the constitution and change of feeling rules
(Hochschild, 1979) and accounts.

Finally, perhaps the most visible form of symmetry between
the science-distrusting and science-trusting publics consists in

boundary work or maintenance (Lamont and Molnár, 2002;
Pachucki et al., 2007; Erikson, 2017). For both, the out-group
elite is denounced as manipulative and incompetent, the out-
group scientists are denounced as corrupt or biased, and the out-
group members are denounced as stupid, uncritical, and
brainwashed, captive under the spell of powerful
indoctrinating narratives, as we illustrate in the next sections
dedicated to the vaccination and Covid-19 controversies.

The bifurcated social realities that emerge through these
parallel forms of social interaction may be articulated through
specific hinge objects that have common, circulating aspects
across worldviews, while also acquiring polarized, contrastive
interpretations and versions–such as cigarettes, vaccines, or
sanitary masks. These act as the mirror in Lewis Carrol’s
“Through the Looking Glass,” which reverses the logic of life,
while keeping the two worlds in close interaction and mutual
interdependence. Hinge objects combine shared elements,
including material and symbolic parts, with polarized
interpretations. The cigarette may be a toxic tool of Big
Tobacco’s commercial exploitation in one worldview, and a
business-as-usual way of relieving stress in the other. Vaccines
may be construed as life-saving inventions of medical science and
technology, or, alternatively, as dangerous substances that
degrade the immune system and consolidate people’s
dependence on Big Pharma. Masks can be viewed as simple
instruments for protecting oneself and others from deadly
pathogens with the minor cost of discomfort, or as toxic,
suffocating symbols of manipulation and disempowerment
that global elites use to consolidate their power. These objects
include shared material and symbolic elements that can be
produced, modified, circulated, and used across worldviews,
but they are also a focus of intense and heavily divergent work
of sense-making through science work, number work, time work,
emotion work, and boundary work.

Hinge objects can be conceptualized in contradistinction to the
concept of “boundary objects” (Star and Griesemer, 1989; Star,
2010). Boundary objects articulate different communities of
practice, enabling them to collaborate in the absence of
consensus. In contrast, hinge objects connect conflicting
communities of practice, enabling them to better specify their
worldview in opposition to one another. These controversial
objects are gradually created through processes of formation
(Hirschman and Reed, 2014), marked by contingency as well
as the agency and alliances of various social actors.

In the next sections we illustrate the social bifurcation of
reality in the case of the vaccination and the Covid-19
controversies, and we use memes and other social media
messages to illustrate the binary ideal-typical worldviews that
define these tensions. We have selected memes and posts
simply for didactic purposes and for their potential of
capturing persuasive arguments (Flaherty and Rughiniş, 2021),
including a small selection of items that best instantiate the forms
of science work, number work, time work, emotion work, and
boundary work, without attempting to capture the vast diversity
of memes that circulate around these topics.

After the debut of the pandemic in December 2019, we have
witnessed an increasingly polarized collective sensemaking
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regarding the causes, effects, and ways to approach this disorder.
There has been considerable uncertainty in all professional
communities as to what is happening, and what is to be done.
Scientific research has grappled with the challenge of describing
the key parameters of the novel coronavirus and its social impact.
Gradually, two definitions of the epidemiological situation have
emerged and evolved in mutual differentiation. These two
definitions of the Covid-19 disorder have acquired relatively
stable contours. They are usually identified through the
contrast between a scientific or expert worldview, and a
negational one. We have chosen to refer to them as the
corona-convinced and the corona-suspicious definitions,
highlighting their contrastive explanations of the roots of the
disorder.

To sum up the general outlines, in the corona-convinced
definition of the situation we are facing a pandemic caused by
the novel coronavirus SARS-Cov-2. The virus is highly

contagious, with a case fatality significantly higher than the
seasonal flu, estimated at between 1% and 5% in various
countries in December 2020 and at about 2% globally in
December 2021 (Ritchie et al., 2020). It originates in the
Wuhan region of China, possibly transmitted from bats, or
created in a lab. Face masks, both surgical and textile varieties,
are an effective tool to prevent transmission. People who do not
acknowledge these facts are dubbed “covidiots.” Conversely, in
the corona-suspicious definition, we are facing a disorder caused
by globalizing elites trying to manipulate the people through an
invented or exaggerated pandemic. The novel coronavirus, often
referred to as the China or Wuhan virus, is not the true cause of
the disorder. This is a social rather than a true epidemiological
upheaval. It is thus a “plandemic,” to use the term launched by the
viral video with the same title in May 2020 (Nazar and Pieters,
2021), weaponized by political interests through mainstream
media (MSM) manipulation. Telling anticipations of this

FIGURE 9 | Boundary maintenance in Covid-skeptical and Covid-anxious memes.
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pandemic can be read in Bill Gates’ 2015 TED discourse, or in
Dean Koontz’ 1981 novel. The virus is similar to the seasonal flu,
or even less contagious and/or fatal. It is originating from China,
but it may also be fictive, or created in a lab. Face masks are seen
as inconvenient and useless, or downright dangerous. Mask
requirements infringe on individual freedom. They are a
means of instilling obedience in people who wear them,
dubbed as “sheeple,” or even of increasing the rate of
infections by damaging wearers’ immune systems, in order to
promote vaccination, to enhance global surveillance policies, and
to enable a “Great Reset” of capitalism.

There is a correlated, yet distinctive controversy concerning
the appropriate policy response to the pandemic, centered on
estimating the cost/benefit ratio of lockdowns and various
restrictions on mobility and economic activity. The Great
Barrington Declaration (Kulldorff et al., 2020) and the John
Snow Memorandum (Alwan et al., 2020) synthesize this policy
divergence. While the Great Barrington Declaration is also
endorsed by people who dispute the severity or the reality of
the pandemic, the Declaration itself does not make or rely on
statements about the causes and gravity of Covid-19, addressing
instead the morally appropriate social reaction. Thus, we did not
include this policy divergence in our discussion of alternative
Covid realities, as our focus consists in bifurcated ontologies.

SCIENCE WORK

Both sides of the vaccination controversy symmetrically and
rhetorically (yet differently) work with science insofar as they
invoke experts who support, with variable degrees of legitimacy,

honesty, quality, and intensity, their opposing points of view. For
example, a study of the persuasion tactics involved in online anti-
vaccination sites found widespread use of “expert opinion,”
including opinions of people with expert or scientific titles, or
references to studies published in scientific journals, or at least
journals appearing to be scientific: of the 480 sites included in the
study, use of expert opinion was found in almost 60% of them
(Moran et al., 2016). Andrew Wakefield, the author of the
infamously retracted study claiming a connection between the
MMR vaccine and autism, is cited in anti-vaccination discourses
as a “persecuted scientific hero” (Bricker and Justice, 2019). There
are appeals to science and displays of scientific savvy (Poltorak
et al., 2005) on both sides of the debate on the link between the
MMR vaccine and autism, though the underlying understandings
and misunderstandings of science are different (Scott, 2016).
Kata’s review of the communication in vaccination-skeptical
discourses identifies a “skewing the science” tactic, consisting
in cherry-picked references, and the appeals to “brave maverick
doctors” (Kata, 2012). To further illustrate staging science in
vaccination controversies, Green discusses anti-vaxx memes’
appeal to science (Green, 2017), and Coleman presents the
anti-vaxx public’s heroic epistemology of liberation from a
false scientific paradigm (Coleman, 2017).

Science is rhetorically deployed by both the corona-convinced
and the corona-suspicious publics. In the first, there are
continuous references to the flow of research findings,
syntheses of evidence, and discussions of the emerging
scientific consensus, in relation to the EBM pyramid of
evidence and other classifications of scientific authority
(preprints/publications, prestigious/less prestigious journals).
Science is seen as collaborative, distributed, and

FIGURE 10 | Social construction of masks as hinge objects through science work, number work, time work, emotion work, and boundary work.
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institutionalized. In the corona-suspicious public, there are also
continuous references to compatible scientific studies and
experts. Sometimes, but not always, they have a longstanding
contrarian profile, or publish in fringe or predatory journals. The
emerging scientific consensus is as a rule challenged, ignored, or
denied. Shifts in the scientific consensus (for example concerning
the preventive use of face masks) is denounced as a sign of
incompetence and manipulation. There is no model of a
hierarchy of evidence. There is a romantic, individualistic,
heroic portrayal of science and scientists, and a high moral
appreciation of contrarian experts. While the hierarchy of
evidence in mainstream science allows for substantial changes
in the emerging consensus as new research accumulates, the
epistemology of suspicion specific to contrarian discourses favors
constancy, since confirmation of the presumed repressed
knowledge is the very criterion on which evidence is evaluated.

We notice in Figure 2 how prominent experts become hinge
objects by articulating contrastive worldviews. Visible public
figures such as Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates on the vaccine-
trusting side, or Joseph Mercola and Andrew Wakefield on the
vaccine-distrusting side, are either invoked as true experts or as
fake, corrupt ones. The life-saving hero of one discourse is the evil
perpetrator in another. Science work, emotion work, and
boundary work support such polarized characterizations
which, in turn, consolidate the legitimacy of the respective
science-trusting or distrusting discourses.

There is a significant body of literature focusing on the impact
of postmodernism and relativism on the legitimacy of science,
particularly in social sciences (Brown, 1990; Smith, 1996; Flaherty
et al., 2002). A postmodern attitude is also imputed to the
knowledge-making work of antivaccine groups (Kata, 2012;
Bricker and Justice, 2019). Still, anti-vaxx and vaccine-
skeptical publics do not espouse a postmodern attitude, as
they do not legitimize their claims through relativity or
subjectivity, but through the certainty of various forms of
evidence, including personal experiences and expert claims.
While the flat structure of evidence in such discourses appears
postmodern to external observers, members in vaccine-skeptical
groups see themselves as avid pursuers of a single, objective truth,
even when it describes an individual’s particular condition
(Poltorak et al., 2005; Toth, 2020), rather than explorers of
plural, subjective, alternative interpretations. If we take the key
features of postmodernmedicine to be 1) hostility towards unique
truths, 2) aversion to scientific objectivity, and 3) reduced trust in
expertise (Gray, 1999), then mistrust of mainstream knowledge
and expertise seems to be the only common point publicly shared
by anti-vaxx and other science-skeptical discourses with the
postmodern attitude.

Similar with vaccination debates, we see that participants in
both definitions of the pandemic situation consistently claim to
search for the truth, to rely on facts, and to debunk errors and
manipulation. There is zero praise for epistemic relativism or for
the rhetorical nature of knowledge. Both sides denounce the other
side’s “narrative” as manipulative ideology, rather than a situated,
legitimate version of events. The concept of “narrative” is used
with negative connotations and imputed to the outgroup (see
Figure 3).

NUMBER WORK

Numbers that measure disease and risk are heavily traded in both
vaccination-confident and vaccination-skeptical publics. While
pro-vaccination arguments trust numerical estimates from
mainstream scientific research, contrarian arguments often
challenge them as fake and manipulative, and bring their own
versions. Vaccine-distrusting and vaccine-trusting estimates of
deaths related to vaccination differ by two or more orders of
magnitude (CDC—Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2021a, Gov.uk–The Government of the United Kingdom, 2021;
Smith, 2021).

For example, the governmental platform VAERS—Vaccine
Adverse Effect Reporting System in the UnitedStates, which offers
public access to all claims of vaccine damage, has been a source
for alternative estimates of vaccine risks (Coleman, 2017). Its use
has increased during the Covid pandemic, in which this platform
has become a powerful resource for numerical estimates of
Covid-vaccine injuries in the vaccine-distrustful discourses
(Motta and Stecula, 2021). The privately created platform
OpenVaers.com is making such numbers easily available for
vaccine-distrusting actors, and the chart illustrated in Figure 4
has received viral circulation on social media. Through and
beyond such reporting platforms, there is a large-scale
counting work for victims of vaccines, and web platforms
publish lists of vaccine injury victims. For illustration, see
the lists and numbers published by the two largest funders
of antivaccination ads on Facebook (Jamison et al., 2020): both
StopMandatoryVaccination.com (2020) and the antivaccine
platform funded by Senator Robert F. Kennedy, Jr
(Children’s Health Defense Team, 2021) present detailed
estimates of vaccine-related injuries and deaths. Outside of
the Covid-19 vaccine controversy, the increasing incidence of
autism and auto-immune disorders plays an important role in
the vaccination-distrusting arguments, which rely on studies
that correlate these evolutions to an increasing prevalence of
vaccination (Goes, 2013), disattending to the bulk of
mainstream scientific evidence which disconfirms any causal
link (Gerber and Offit, 2009).

We notice, in Figure 4, how the Covid-19 vaccine is a hinge
object articulating science-distrusting and science trusting
discourses through its widely divergent evaluations.

Also as regards number work, in the corona-anxious discourse
the COVID-19 pandemic is closely monitored on indicators such
as the number of new cases and total cases, number of recoveries,
number of deaths, mortality and fatality rates, number of hospital
admissions, and number of intensive care unit beds needed.
Official and global scoreboards that track the evolution in real
time are largely trusted, even if biases and other errors are
expected and sanctioned. National estimates are considered
comparable, despite policy differences in testing or reporting
(see for example Ritchie et al., 2020). For the corona-suspicious
public, official numbers and global scoreboards deserve wariness.
They are taken out of context, exaggerated, manipulative, or
outright false. In the Covid-suspicious discourse, Covid-19 is
much less contagious and fatal than people are made to fear.
Deaths from multiple sources are maliciously attributed to the
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coronavirus infection. In the Covid-19 suspicious view, there is
no excess mortality caused by Covid-19 (see Figure 5), in contrast
with official estimates of systematic excess mortality since the
beginning of the pandemic (CDC—Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2021b). These alternatively-advanced numbers
portray a quite different, more optimistic situation.

Even when numbers are the same, their interpretation may be
divergent. The death toll of Covid-19 functions as a symbolic
hinge object, in which the same official figures acquire opposing
interpretations and sustain divergent worldviews. For example, in
the US Covid-convinced discourses, the Covid death toll has
surpassed the 9/11 deaths and the Vietnam War deaths in 2020
(see Figure 6), and the Civil War deaths in November 2021
(Jones, 2021), marking the pandemic as a national tragedy. From
the Covid-suspicious standpoint, in contrast, the coronavirus has
a “98 percent” survival rate (see Figure 6).

TIME WORK

The role of sequence and coincidence in anti-vaccination
discourses also points to the importance of argumentative time
work in shaping the two opposing definitions of the situation.
Vaccination-trusting scientists denounce the “temporal
confusions” of correlation with causality and the reliance on
“just-so” stories of incidental vaccine damage that feature in anti-
vaxx claims (Bearman, 2010; Gasparini et al., 2015).What is proof
for one side is error for the other. Contrarian arguments highlight
the sequential patterns of vaccination followed by serious health
damage or death as conclusive proof that something is very wrong
(Scott, 2016).

There is also considerable debate concerning vaccination
timing and schedules. Vaccination-hesitant parents and doctors
often believe that some vaccinations should be postponed to
alleviate the burden for the immune system, and to better fit the
circumstances of the child, while vaccination-trusting parents
adhere to mainstream scientific vaccination schedules (Robison
et al., 2012; Rendle and Leskinen, 2017; Rendle and Leskinen,
2017).

The vaccination-hesitant and the vaccination-trusting
sometimes also inhabit bifurcated histories, one attributing
increases in life expectancy to hygiene and nutrition, while
blaming the iatrogenic risks and medical errors of biomedicine
(Poltorak et al., 2005), and the other acknowledging and praising
its life-saving impact.

Through argumentative time work, a bifurcated present is
linked to contrasting pasts and diverging futures. The corona-
convinced future is marked by the uncertainties of coronavirus-
related disease. There are uncertain, possibly long-term
consequences that have not been discovered, such as heart
disease (Warraich, 2020), psychiatric disorders, or the Long-
Covid. On the contrary, the corona-suspicious public is wary
of risks of elite capture in the shadows of pandemic agitation,
aiming for a globalist and anti-capitalist “Great Reset” of social
organization. The convinced view is energized by hopes in
vaccination success for creating herd immunity with lowered
death tolls, while the suspicious one is ambivalent toward a

rushed vaccination campaign with what are considered to be
experimental vaccines, that is seen by some as the true goal of the
“plandemic.”Without vaccination, the Covid-convinced future is
projecting death at unprecedented scale, while the Covid-
suspicious one is projecting lasting herd immunity acquired
through natural body reactions. There are also alternative
pasts. In the Covid-convinced history we are repeating the
mistakes and suffering the fate of the Spanish Flu. In the
suspicious counterpart, we should react like we did in the
Hong-Kong Flu, but we are continuing instead a history of
state subjugation to globalization and manipulation from
global elites. In addition, there are diverging definitions of the
moving present. Among the Covid-convinced, during 2020, the
worst was yet to come, but, among the Covid-suspicious, we had
rounded the corner and we had already vanquished the
pandemic. The present in which thousands of people are
dying daily from the pandemic co-existed with a present with
no real Covid deaths, but just manipulation of evidence.

Time work is also visibly at play in public controversies on
Covid therapies and vaccination (see Figure 7). The
Hydroxychloroquine controversy pitted a medicine with a long
history of use, very low costs, and connections to the even older
life-saving remedy of quinine, against the recently developed, and
quite expensive Remdesivir (Rughiniş et al., 2020). A similar
controversy evolved around Ivermectin, another low-cost, high-
promise drug with a prestigious history (Aeschlimann, 2021). The
pursuit of vaccines has involved considerable debate about how to
accelerate the process without compromising safety, efficacy, and
public trust (Poland, 2020). The “Operation Warp Speed” policy
and multiple declarations and anticipations of President Donald
Trump highlighted tempo. The Russian authorities approved the
public rollout of the Gamaleya vaccine before the completion of
Phase III trials, while mainstream experts decried the rush
(Callaway, 2020). Meanwhile, nine pharmaceutical companies
racing to complete a vaccine struggled to avoid the suspicions
associated with rapid production by signing a pledge for safety
(Signatories of the Petition, 2020). The unprecedented speed of
development of Covid-19 vaccines has remained a topic of
divergent interpretations, being either a mark of danger for
barely tested, experimental interventions, or a mark of the
spectacular success of present-day science.

EMOTION WORK

As regards emotion work, fear plays an important role on both
sides of these controversies. While vaccine-distrusting views fear
vaccine adverse effects and, as a rule, push away fears against
preventable diseases, the vaccine-trusting views mandate fear of
disease and dissuade fear of vaccine risks. Vaccine-distrusting
views are often accused of fear-mongering. Examples can be
found in the BBC’s report on antivaxx memes (Goodman and
Carmichael, 2020). In a related vein, Lawrence highlights the
special role of “fear of the irreparable” as an argument for quality,
rather than quantity, used across the vaccination controversy to
considerable rhetorical effect (Lawrence, 2016). At the same time,
pro-vaccination discourses also appeal to fear against the dread of
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preventable diseases, and with the hope of eradicating them
through vaccination. A study on vaccination memes found
that pro-vaccine memes were appealing to sarcasm more
often, a mark of boundary work, while anti-vaccination
memes were using more fear (Harvey et al., 2019).

The emotion work differs markedly in the corona-convinced
and corona-suspicious definitions of the situation (see Figure 8).
In the corona-convinced view, everybody is encouraged to fear
the novel coronavirus, despite great differences in the mortality
rate. Taking infection risks is blamed because it is selfish, stupid,
and irresponsible by harming others. We should trust experts,
and we should trust masks. The inconvenience of masks is not
worth getting angry about. Mask requirements are not
infringements on individual freedom but justified limitations,
in order to preserve others’ right to life. Alternatively, in the
corona-suspicious view, the novel coronavirus is not to be feared.
Everybody should face it and handle the risk individually and
reasonably, as we do with the seasonal flu. Accepting the Covid
risks to save the economy and people’s livelihoods is heroic. We
should not let the cure be worse than the disease. We should feel
righteous anger at the malevolence and incompetence of experts,
mainstream media, and politicians. We should despise masks.
There is also symmetrical gendering of masks across the two
definitions of the situation. The corona-suspicious public push a
gendered portrayal of mask-wearers as weak, submissive, and
fearful, especially resonating with men’s concerns, while the
corona-convinced public denounce the “toxic masculinity” of
mask refusal, as illustrated by Capraro and Barcelo (2020).

Emotion work is important for establishing alliances across
different definitions of the situation. Similar feeling rules may
unite communities with different medical ontologies. For
example, scientifically minded libertarians and conspiracy-
minded corona-skeptics share a disapproval of state
intervention and a policy of lockdowns and restrictions,
cultivating similar emotional inclinations that make them
likely political allies.

BOUNDARY WORK

For each side in a science-related controversy, the others are
portrayed as being duped, naïve, led by emotions rather than
reason, and misunderstanding authentic science. Each side
blames the other for manipulative uses of emotions and
cherry-picked evidence, in symmetrical forms of boundary
maintenance work. For example, there is stigmatization of the
outgroup for both vaccine-confident parents (Rozbroj et al., 2019;
Toth, 2020) and vaccine-skeptical ones (Toth, 2019).

The corona-convinced public engages in boundary work by
positing Covid-suspicious people (dubbed Covidiots) as
misinformed and held captive by a defensive, rationalizing
worldview, created by manipulative media and elites. In this
view, scientific references of Covid-suspicious arguments are
either fake, or come from a few scientists, most of them on
the fringe of the profession. Not wearing a mask is seen as stupid,
selfish, and offensive. Symmetrically, for corona-suspicious
actors, the Covid-convinced people (dubbed sheeple) are

posited as misinformed and held captive by a panicking,
disenfranchising worldview created by manipulative
mainstream media and elites. The scientific references of
Covid-convinced arguments come from cherry-picked
scientists, and from the mainstream science, which is hijacked
by commercial and political interests. Wearing a mask is seen as
stupid, while enforcing it on others is seen as both stupid and
offensive. This symmetrical boundary work can be observed in
the twin versions of the “Karen” mocked in corona-suspicious
and corona-convinced memes, respectively (Bhasin et al., 2020).

We can also notice, in Figures 9 and 10, how the sanitary mask
has become, again, a hinge object during the Covid-19 pandemic,
after a similar development during the Spanish Flu (Hauser,
2020). Masks are seen as either tools of protection or vehicles of
toxicity and political manipulation. Science work, number work,
emotion work, time work, and boundary work converge to
sustain the respective interpretations.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we analyze five concepts and we synthesize a
conceptual template for the symmetrical study of the social
bifurcation of reality, focusing on the social construction of
knowledge in science-distrusting and science-trusting
worldviews. We illustrate the template in relation to the
vaccination controversies and with polarized views of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The template builds on five sensitizing
concepts that capture agency in the social construction of
knowledge: science work or staging science (Degele, 2005),
number work or quantification (Espeland and Stevens, 2009),
time work (Flaherty, 2003; Flaherty, 2011), emotion work
(Hochschild, 1979), and boundary work or maintenance
(Lamont and Molnár, 2002).

This template is useful in allowing observers, including
scholars and journalists, an alternative to the deficit model
(Gross, 1994; Miller, 2001) when examining public
engagement with science. Rather than focusing on portraying
the public as “faulty scientists” (Locke, 2002), the template
encourages the observation of rhetorical innovations and
alliances that establish or maintain specific worldviews across
multiple communication media.

Moreover, a symmetrical analysis of science-distrusting and
science-trusting worldviews leads to significant challenges in
accounting for the emergence of science-distrusting views as
obvious derivatives of postmodernism. At both ends of the
mainstream science-confidence spectrum, actors search for
objective, factual truths and criticize their opponents for
espousing ideological “narratives,” thus departing from the
relativistic epistemologies specific to postmodern thinking.

This conceptual template is also useful to explicate the
emergence of hinge objects, or controversial sociotechnical
objects—such as guns, cigarettes, vaccines, or masks—and
their role in the social construction of knowledge. Hinge
objects articulate bifurcated realities in the making, uniting
them through shared elements and differentiating them
through divergent interpretations. We aim to study them in
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future research, in counter-distinction to the boundary objects
(Star and Griesemer, 1989; Star, 2010), which mediate
collaboration across communities of practice.

As Figure 10 illustrates, all five processes discussed in this
article contribute to the social bifurcation of reality and to the
emergence of hinge objects, with many intersections. Science
work and number work are useful to establish the ontology of an
ideal typical discourse, answering questions such as the following:
What are the relevant forces that shape the world? What are the
most important causes and their effects? Conversely, time work,
emotion work, and boundary work are useful to delineate the
narrative that animates this ontology, through character
construction and stories about past, present, and possible
futures. Yet there is significant overlap. The natural ontology
establishes what is risky and, thus, legitimates feeling rules: What
should we fear? What should we pursue? The political narrative
establishes who is dangerous and, thus, also formulates feeling
rules: Whom should we fear? Whom should we trust? Social
actors use time work and emotion work to sketch biographies of
heroes and antagonists, highlighting their deeds and misdeeds,
including the experts who may be deemed trustworthy and
knowledgeable, or quite the opposite (See Figure 2). By
creating and maintaining boundaries between the honest and
the corrupt experts, or the competent and the incompetent ones,
social actors select, in turn, the sources of scientific evidence and
numbers that consolidate their ontology (see Figures 4, 6). Time
work, emotion work, and boundary work are also useful to make
sense of our experiences, and thus to feel the appropriate
emotions and make allies with the right people. Should we feel
relieved, grateful, amused, worried, disdainful, outraged, or
something else altogether, when somebody wears a mask,
carries a gun, shows proof of vaccination, or lights a cigarette
in our presence? Should we express our feelings, or keep them to

ourselves? Answers depend on what forces we oppose, what
experiences we have, their historical significance, the future
they portend, and our individual and collective powers.

Science is instantiated differently across divergent discourses,
as facts and findings are brought forward by various actors
claiming expertise, while challenging alternative accounts.
Key objects acquire diverging interpretations and forms,
becoming hinge objects that articulate worldviews and enable
their further polarization. Pursuing truth and avoiding
manipulation involves science work and number work, but
also historical assessment through time work, making
difficult choices relying on emotion work, and choosing sides
through boundary work. Future research could clarify the ways
in which specific social actors, such as lay individuals,
professionals, or organizations, selectively deploy these
processes, in combination, to shape their worldviews and to
navigate controversial topics and complicated choices.
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